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Abstract  

Pointer errors are stumbling blocks for student and veteran 
programmers alike. Although languages such as Java use 
references to protect programmers from pointer pitfalls, the 
use of garbage collection dictates that languages like C++ 
will still be used for real-time mission-critical applications. 
Pointers will stay in the classroom as long as they're used 
in industry, so as educators, we must find better ways to 
teach them. This paper presents checked pointers, a simple 
wrapper for C++ pointers that prevents pointer arithmetic 
and other common sources of pointer errors, and detects all 
dereferencing and deallocation errors, including memory 
leaks. The syntax of checked pointers is highly faithful to 
raw C++ pointers, but provides run-time error detection and 
debugging information. After debugging, changing one 
# i n c l u d e  is all that is required to substitute a non- 
checking implementation that is as fast as raw C++. 

1 In t roduct ion  

This is not a paper about chess. But it is a paper about 
strategy and complexity. The complexity is how to develop 
and debug programs that use dynamically allocated memory. 
The strategy employs a simple wrapper for C++ pointers, 
which we call checked  p o i n t e r s ,  that detects and reports 
common bugs such as illegal dereferences. Sometimes this 
kind of programming mistake surfaces as a cryptic error 
message such as segmentation fault or bus error. But some- 
times it goes undetected unless it happens to ramify into 
unexpected run-time behavior. In either case, it is frequently 
difficult to identify and/or reproduce the root cause of the 
resulting core dump or snowball behavior. Checked pointers 
also detect memory leaks, which often remain latent bugs 
until the most inopportune moments. 

War stories of pointer errors are legion, but a couple anec- 
dotes suffice to show they are a real problem in practice. 
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• The Toronto Globe andMail  reported in April of 1997 
that the legacy software system for the Toronto Stock 
Exchange crashed due to a pointer error that had failed 
to surface in over twenty years of operation. After a 
large gold discovery in Indonesia, the volume of the 
stock for Bre-X Minerals Ltd skyrocketed a couple or- 
ders of magnitude over normal trading levels. The TSE 
software read into main memory the entire book of buy 
and sell orders for a given stock in order to execute a 
single order. As it turns out, the memory for the book 
was leaked instead of being properly deallocated if an 
order was cancelled. The high trading volume of Bre-X 
led to a higher-than-average number of cancellations, 
which eventually strangled the system due to a lack of 
available memory [9]. 

• The Wall Street Journal reported in June of 1998 that a 
program that reads to children would occasionally toss 
in foul words. The product would grab text from a 
screen and send it to a voice synthesizer. It also in- 
eluded a filter that would check for four-letter words and 
block them. Unfortunately, a pointer-twisting bug oc- 
casionally swapped the swear-word list with the list of 
words to be spoken, and voila, the voice synthesizer 
had the mouth of a drunken sailor on nickel night 
[10l. 

This paper explains what we should teach students about 
how to use C++ pointers, and how teaching a disciplined 
approach to using C++ pointers can be supported with 
simple and free software. 

2 Background 

The problem of denotation is ubiquitous. In the general 
case, it is a widespread philosophical problem pertaining to 
any language and its domain of discourse. In our special 
case, the domain of discourse is computation, and the prob- 
lem is how programs attach to the world of hardware com- 
puting devices (e.g., memory locations). 

It is a folk theorem of computer science that most problems 
can be solved by introducing a level of indirection. Fortran 
programmers achieve indirection by using arrays and integer 
subscripts to model memory locations and their addresses. 
Other languages (in our case C++) support indirection by 
providing dynamic memory management and special con- 
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structs that help compilers detect certain type-related errors. 
Of course, the C++ programmer using pointers can accom- 
plish the same byzantine manipulations as the Fortran pro- 
grammer using arrays and integers: namely, doing arithme- 
tic with pointers and treating a pointer as the base address of 
an array segment. C++ also leaves the programmer respon- 
sible for allocating and deallocating storage, but unlike For- 
tran, it provides built-in implementations of operators n e w  
and delete to help with this. 

Java distills the notion of indirection without opening the 
same can of worms as Fortran or C++. To the Java pro- 
grammer, nearly everything is a reference and pointers are 
nowhere to be seen. A reference in Java is not the base ad- 
dress of an array; it acts like a pointer whose value cannot 
be changed using pointer arithmetic. Moreover, a reference 
is automatically dereferenced without explicit syntax for 
doing so, The Java programmer is still responsible for mak- 
ing a reference refer to something (by using new or as- 
signment), but is no longer responsible for deallocating the 
storage it refers to because Java has a garbage collector. 

To be sure, then, C++ pointers are a disturbing ilk because 
they are so easy to misuse, especially when compared to 
Java references. Table 2 lists the common problems that 
can arise in both student and professional C++ programs 
with pointers, some of which cannot arise in Java programs 
with references. 

Problem #1 in Table 2 is an inherent consequence of using 
indirection to solve the denotation problem. But other than 
this problem, Java seems reasonable. Why not just move 
everything and everyone to Java? The downsidemto be sure, 
one that some people hope to remedy someday--is that one 
of the improvements offered by Java ("solving" problem 
#7, memory leaks) comes at the cost of garbage collection. 
This effectively rules out Java for real-time mission-critical 
applications. The license agreement for Sun's Java Devel- 
oper's Kit includes the following disclaimer [6]: 

Software [JDK] is not designed or licensed for use 
in on-line control of aircraft, air traffic, aircraft 
navigation or aircraft communications; or in the 
design, construction, operation or maintenance of 
any nuclear facility. You warrant that you will not 
use Software for these purposes. 

For obvious reasons, you'd hate to have garbage collection 
kick in when your 747 is about to land. There are incre- 
mental garbage collection algorithms that attempt to amor- 
tize the cost of reclaiming unused storage, but explicit 
memory allocation and deallocation will continue be the 
responsibility of real-time programmers for many years to 
come. So there is still some point in teaching C++. But as 
educators teaching C++ we must find better ways to show 
students how to use C++ pointers wisely and safely. 

The remainder of this paper explains how checked pointers 
can support teaching a disciplined use of C++ pointers. 
Table 2's last column shows that the C++ pointer problems 
listed above are addressed---not quite up to Java standards, 

but probably as well as can be expected if the .programmer 
still has explicit control over storage allocation and deallo- 
cation. 

3 Design Desiderata 

Others have developed commercially-available and prototype 
tools to help C++ programmers detect pointer errors. Some 
(e.g., Purify [5]) are intended to deal with legacy code, i.e., 
C++ source code as it is, not as we think it should be. Pu- 
rify, in fact, works by instrumenting object code; C++ 
source is not even required. Other approaches (e.g., LCLint 
[2]) use static analysis to check programmer-provided anno- 
tations regarding the intended uses of pointer variables. Fi- 
nally, there have been various proposals for "smart" or 
"safe" pointers (e.g., [3]) that involve programmers living 
with various degrees of change to pointer syntax. C++ de- 
signer Bjarne Stroustrup explains how to code some smart- 
pointer techniques in The C++ Programming Language [8]. 

In contrast to tools like Purify and LCLint, our approach is 
not designed for legacy code, and no annotation or static 
analysis is required. We limit what programmers can do 
with C++ pointers to essentially what they can do with 
Java references, plus explicit control of storage manage- 
ment. Our approach is similar to "smart" pointers, but with 
a few twists, as outlined below. 

Our desiderata for checked pointers included the following: 

• The syntax of checked pointers and raw C++ pointers 
should be as similar as possible. 

It might be possible to have no syntactic differences at all 
by using just a little more "macro magic" than we used, but 
is seems this would require replacing the built-in new and 
dele te  operators, about which Stroustrup [8, p. 421] 
w a r n s :  

... replacing the global operator new 0 and 
operator delete 0 is not for the fainthearted. 

Not being particularly fainthearted, but also not being C++ 
gurus, we opted for syntax that is only slightly different 
(except in declarations of pointer variables) from the syntax 
of raw C++ pointers. We created a class template, Pointer, 
that is pararneterized by the type pointed to. In particular, 
the only syntactic differences are listed below: 

C++ normal pointer ex- C++ checked pointer 
a m p l e  e x a m p l e  

int* p; Pointer<int> p; 

p = new int; New (p); 

delete p; Delete (p) ; 

Table  1: Syntax  d i f ferences  
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Problem Problem with Problem with Problem with 
raw C++ point- Java references? checked C++ 

ers? pointers? 

1. Difficulty reasoning about side effects due to aliasing YES YES YES 

2. Treating a pointer/reference as if it were an integer YES NO NO 

3. Treating a pointer/reference as if it were an array base YES NO NO 

4. Dereferencing a null pointer/reference YES NO* NO* 

5. Dereferencing a dangling pointer/reference YES NO NO* 

6. Deleting a dangling pointer/reference YES NO NO* 

7. Failure to reclaim storage no longer needed YES NO NO** 

* Not detected by compiler, but detected at run-time upon occurrence 

** Not detected by compiler or at run-time upon occurrence, but reported on request 

Table 2: Problems with raw C++ pointers 

One advantage of slightly different syntax for new~New, 
is that we can log, and later report, important information 
to facilitate debugging memory leaks (see below). This 
would not be possible without introducing some syntactic 
difference for new. 

• As many errors as possible should be detected at 
compile-time. 

Compile-time prevention of programmer errors is the best 
strategy, of course. We are able to eliminate problems #2 
and #3 simply by not defining arithmetic operators or 
operator [] for Pointer variables. 

• Errors not detected at compile-time should be reported 
immediately at run-time. 

When the internal state of a program becomes invalid at 
run-time, perhaps the best thing it can do is terminate 
execution immediately and output a meaningful error mes- 
sage. Programmers make mistakes; detecting such mis- 
takes can prevent bugs from propagating through the pro- 
gram execution into compounded or undetected errors. We 
are able to report problems #4, #5, and #6 at run-time, 
upon occurrence, by keeping track of the set of memory 
addresses that have been allocated but not yet deallocated. 
We detect dereferences of null and dangling pointers by 
recognizing that requested memory addresses am not in 
this set. This turns out to be a bit trickier than it sounds, 
as explained briefly in the next section, although it is 
conceptually straightforward. 

• Errors not detected at run-time upon occurrence should 
be reported before program termination. 

vs. Java references vs. checked C++ pointers 

If all else fails, an error report at program termina- 
tion--"the program had an error, and here's some informa- 
tion about where it was"--is better than nothing. We ap- 
proach problem #7 in this way by providing a procedure 
that reports, for each memory address that has been allo- 
cated but not deallocated, the file name and line number 
where its allocation (e.g., "New (p)") occurred. If this pro- 
cedure, Report_Storage_Allocation(), is called at the end 
of  the program, then every memory address it reports is a 
memory leak in the program. 

• The checking features should be easy to turn off, so 
that even if checked pointers are too slow to be incor- 
porated in released industrial-strength software, it 
should be easy to replace the checking version with 
very fast unchecked pointers without changing more 
than an include file. 

We achieve this by having two implementations of 
Pointer, one that does checking and one that doesn't. The 
performance of the unchecked implementation--just as 
Stroustrup claims [7, p. 290]--is very efficient; with 
inlining, it is essentially indistinguishable from the per- 
formance of raw C++ pointers. 

• The checking-pointer software should be simple and 
inexpensive for educators and students. 

Our software, including both the checked and unchecked 
implementations, is small and easy to understand. It is 
free for anyone who wants it from: 

http : //wrtra. cis. ohio- 
state, edu/rsrg/checkmate 
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4 Implementation Considerations 

Below is the header file Pointer.h as seen by a client pro- 
grammer. Private members for our two different imple- 
mentations--checked and unchecked--have been elided. 

#define New(p) p.Allocate (_LI~___, 
FILE) 
#define Delete (p) p.Deallocate (___LI~___, 
\ 

__FILE ) 
template <class T> 
class Pointer 
{ 
public: 

Pointer<T> (); 
Pointer<T> (void* a); 
Pointer<T>& operator= (const void* a); 
bool operator== (const Pointer<T>& a); 
bool operator== (const void* a); 
bool operator!= (const Pointer<T>& a) ;  
bool operator!= (const void* a); 
void Allocate (long i, char* f); 
void Deallocate (long I, char* f); 
T* operator-> (); 
T& operator* (); 

); 
void Report_Storage_Allocation (); 

Pointer does not supply member functions for arithmetic 
manipulations or array access. Consequently, any imple- 
mentation of the Pointer class rules out problems #2 and 
#3 above by design. There am a copy constructor and an 
assignment operator from void*, which allows initializa- 
tion of a Pointer to 0 (null) and assignment of 0 to a 
Pointer. By the rules of C++ [8, p. 835], a constant ex- 
pression that evaluates to 0---but not to any other integral 
value---can be implicitly converted to void*,  so attempt- 
ing to set a Pointer equal to a non-zero value results in a 
compile-time error. Similarly, equality and inequality test- 
ing is permitted only between two Pointer variables of the 
same type or between a Pointer and O. 

Problems #4, #5, and #6 am concerned with deleting and 
dereferencing null and dangling pointers• As a side note, it 
is legal to delete null pointers in C++, so that is not an 
"error" we need to catch• To detect the other three cases, 
we need to keep track of where each pointer is pointing, 
and which memory locations are currently allocated. We 
check at run-time that a pointer points to a legal address 
before deleting or dereferencing it. If the check fails, exe- 
cution halts and the error is reported immediately• We 
accomplish this by implementing a straightforward (but 
not trivial) memory-location naming scheme along with 
some run-time allocation accounting. 

Finally, we come to problem #7: detecting storage leaks• 
The header file Pointer.h declares the global operation 
ReportStorage_Allocation. This operation prints out the 
current contents of the pointer table. Thus, a call to this 

• operation at the end of any client program reports every 
address that was allocated but never reclaimed, along with 
the file name and line number of each allocation for de- 

bugging purposes. A single call to Re- 
port_Storage_Allocation reports all memory allocated for 
Pointer variables of all types. 

The need for and method of creating a special memory- 
location naming scheme, and other implementation de- 
tails, are not covered in this paper due to space limita- 
tions. They are explained in a document available at the 
above URL. 

Although checked pointers are slow relative to unchecked 
pointers, they serve their purpose well in code develop- 
ment, as explained in the next section• After you've de- 
bugged your pointer program, if you replace the checked 
version by the unchecked version, then your resulting code 
is just as fast as built-in C++ pointers. Moreover, replac- 
ing the checked implementation with the unchecked im- 
plementation of Pointer is as easy as changing one include 
file; no other source code needs to be edited. 

5 Classroom Experience 

We previously have found the use of "checking compo- 
nents" in general to be a valuable tool for debugging sup- 
port, both in classroom and industrial use [1]. It is, there- 
fore, not surprising that we have found checked pointers to 
be similarly helpful to students. 

Two sections of a data structures course at IUS used Mi- 
crosoft's Visual C++ as the programming environment, 
generating Win32 Console Applications• Since these are 
Win32 applications, an alternative implementation of 
checked pointers was used. This implementation detects 
errors in exactly the same way as described above, but 
instead of halting the program with a rational error mes- 
sage about pointer abuse, it displays a message in a de- 
bugger's output window that describes the offense (using 
the Win32 OS call OutputDebugString). It then transfers 
control immediately to the debugger (using DebugBreak) 
[7]. Once in the debugger, the student can read the error 
message, and immediately find the section of code where 
the pointer problem occurred. 

We observed that with these two pieces of information in 
hand, tracking down and eliminating the source of the 
offense in student programs was usually very fast. In fact, 
it took students a bit of time to get used to such swift 
feedback concerning their program errors.  Initially, they 
would think: "my program is working, but when I' run it, 
I keep getting this message saying 'user breakpoint called', 
and I can't figure it out." The 'user breakpoint called' hap- 
pens when control is transferred to the debugger• Individ- 
ual and in-class consultation made the students aware that 
their programs were not defect-free (at least with respect to 
pointer usage). As can be expected, the more experienced 
students became with 'user breakpoint called' the more 
adept they became at finding their pointer-related defects. 
Consequently, they preferred having checked pointers to 
help them. 

At OSU, we ran a small-scale study in which we divided a 
class of 34 CS2 students into two groups, and presented 
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each with identical implementations of a random-access 
sequence component, except that one used checked point- 
ers while the other used raw C++ pointers. Both imple- 
mentations contained the same set of six pointer bugs. We 
timed the members of each group as they worked together 
in two-person teams to debug the faulty code. Our objec- 
tive was to assess whether checked pointers were useful in 
debugging and, if so, in what ways. The actual differences 
in time-to-completion turned out to be statistically insig- 
nificant. But the exit surveys were quite revealing. Stu- 
dents in the control group admitted that testing resulted in 
bus errors and segmentation faults which forced them to 
read through the code line-by-line, trolling for bugs. The 
students in the test group, however, were able to use the 
debugging information provided by the checked pointers to 
pinpoint sections of faulty code. 

The latter approach to bug detection and identification 
scales much better with larger projects. The study men- 
tioned above contained fewer than 50 lines of code distrib- 
uted across six methods. This made the line-by-line analy- 
sis of the code feasible enough for the control-group stu- 
dents to ignore information provided by testing. They 
tended to stop testing after the first bus error or segmenta- 
tion fault, and proceeded directly to trying to understand 
the implementation code as a whole. With larger programs 
and/or a lower bug density, this approach would be much 
harder to carry out and would be painfully inefficient, even 
if possible. 

Next term we will conduct another study in which stu- 
dents are asked to debug pointer code where the bug den- 
sity is much lower and therefore more realistic. Results 
will be posted to the URL in Section 3 when available. 

6 Conclusions 

This paper contributes ideas that can be instrumental to 
the improvement of pointer education. On the concrete 
level, we have presented a real component that is freely 
available for immediate use as well as for potential re- 
finement. More importantly, however, we have focussed 
on key insights that are easily accessible, and on design 
trade-offs and implementation considerations that can be 
realized in many ways. The outcome is an approach to 
checkable pointers that is faithful to C++ syntax without 
loss of performance. 
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